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Abstract
The process of generating discrete surfaces in a volumetric repre-
sentation, termed voxelization, is confronted with topological con-
siderations as well as accuracy and efficiency requirements. We
introduce a new method for voxelizing planar objects which,
unlike existing methods, provides topological conformity through
geometric measures. We extend our approach to provide, for the
first time, an accurate and coherent method for voxelizing polygon
meshes. This method eliminates common voxelization artifacts at
edges and vertices. We prove the method's topological attributes
and report performance of our implementation. Finally, we demon-
strate that this approach forms a basis for a new set of voxelization
algorithms by voxelizing an example cubic object.

1. INTRODUCTION
Polygons are fundamental primitives for 3-D surface graphics
because they approximate arbitrary surfaces as a mesh of polygo-
nal patches. Polygons also serve as the basis for a wide variety of
additional capabilities, such as clipping planes and cutting planes.

In volumetric graphics, one has to voxelize polygon meshes for
graphical purposes [4][11] and for intermixing polygonal objects
with sampled data [9]. Planar objects are also used for other opera-
tions, such as extracting an oblique cut-plane. Some block opera-
tions (bitblt) are performed on a sub-volume region bounded by
multiple clipping planes. The identification of the voxels belong-
ing to a desired region also involves voxelization of the planar
boundaries of the region.

A voxelization algorithm for any geometric object should meet
several criteria. It must be efficient and accurate and it must gener-
ate discrete surfaces that are thick enough so as not to allow rays to
penetrate (theseparability requirement). On the other hand, dis-
crete surfaces should contain only those voxels indispensable for
separability (theminimality requirement).

Early work in scan-converting planar objects was only concerned
with filling in 2D polygons or 2D projections of 3D polygons. A
2D polygon is defined as a closed sequence of line segments
(edges). Scan-line algorithms for converting a polygon are widely
known (e.g., [10][3]). Voxelization algorithms for planar polygons
have been proposed in [1][2][5][6][7]. These algorithms extend the
widely known 2D scan-line algorithm, where at each scan-line the
third dimension is also interpolated. By selecting a correct orienta-
tion, the algorithm employs numerical considerations to guarantee
that no gaps appear in the third dimension.

Existing algorithms do not provide a mechanism to guaranteeboth
separability and minimality especially for polygon meshes where
the edge and vertex regions pose some difficulties. In addition,
these techniques do not extend naturally to other types of objects.

We present a method that uses a distance criterion to voxelize. This
criterion is a function of the normal vector to the surface and pro-
vides numerical accuracy as well as topological correctness for
polygonsand polymeshes. We show that this technique can be
extended to other types of surfaces.

We introduce discrete spaces in Section 2 and Section 3. In Section
4 we explain our method for voxelizing lines and planes and prove
its correctness. In Section 5, we present our extension to polyme-
shes and report on our implementation in Section 6. In Section 7
we show that our method can be extended to handle other types of
objects. We discuss our results and conclude in Section 8.

2. 3D DISCRETE SPACES

A 3D discrete spaceZ3 is a set of integer grid points in a 3D
Euclidean space denoted byΣ. A 3D grid point is a zero dimen-
sional object defined by its Cartesian coordinate(x,y,z). The
Voronoi neighborhood of grid point pis the set of all points in the
Euclidean space that are closer top than to any other grid point.
The Voronoi neighborhood of a 3D grid point is a unit cube around
it, known also as avoxel.

The aggregate of all voxels is a tessellation of 3D Euclidean space.
A voxel’s value is mapped into the set{0,1}: voxels assigned the
value “1'' are called “black'' or “non-empty'' voxels, while those
assigned the value “0'' are called “white'' or “empty'' voxels.

Two voxels are26-adjacentif they share a vertex or an edge or a
face (see Figure 1). Every voxel has 26 such neighbors. Eight of

Figure 1. The set of 2D pixels that are N-adjacent to the
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the 26 neighbors share a vertex (corner) with the center voxel,
twelve of the 26 neighbors share an edge with the center voxel, and
six of the 26 neighbors share a face with the center voxel. Accord-
ingly, the face-sharing voxels are defined as6-adjacent, and the
voxels that are both edge-sharing and face-sharing are defined as
18-adjacent (see Figure 1).

The prefix ‘N’ is used to denote the adjacency relation, where

. An N-path is a sequence of black voxels such
that consecutive pairs are N-adjacent. Two black voxels are said to
beN-connected inΣ if there exists a connecting N-path consisting
only of black voxels inW. It is easy to show that “connectedness in
Σ” is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes under this
relation are theconnected components. A (closed) N-curveis an N-
pathP that either contains a single voxel or each voxel inP has
exactly two N-adjacent voxels also inP. An open N-curveis an N-
curve with two exceptions calledendpoints, each of which has
only one N-adjacent voxel inP.

In continuous space, it is impossible to pass from the region
enclosed by a curve to the region outside the curve without cross-
ing the curve itself. In discrete space, however, the opposite is pos-
sible. Figure 2 shows a 2D discrete 8-connected curve penetrating
through another 8-curve without meeting it. In order to avoid this
discrepancy between continuous and discrete space, the conven-
tion is to define opposite types of connectivity for white and black
sets [8]. Opposite types in 2D space are 4 and 8, while in 3D space
6 is “opposite” to 26 and 18. In 3D, however, the situation is much
more complex because the connectivity of a surface does not fully
characterize its topology. The failure of the connectivity to prop-
erly characterize a surface is the main motivation behind the notion
of separability.

3. TOPOLOGICAL AND GEOMETRICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Let S be aC0 continuous surface inR3, we denote by , the dis-

crete representation ofS. is a set of black (“1”) voxels generated
by some arbitrary computation. There are three major require-

ments that should fulfill. First, we would like to preserve the

analogy between continuous and discrete space by assuring that

is not penetrable sinceS is C0 continuous. This requirement is
calledseparabilityand it is formally defined and characterized in

this section, based on [2]. In addition, should be the mostaccu-
rate discrete representation ofS according to some appropriate
error metric. Finally, the voxelization should beminimal, that is, it
should not contain voxels that, if removed, make no difference in
terms of separability. Next, we describe each one of these require-

ments, namely separability, minimality, and accuracy, in more
detail.

Let A, BandC be three disjoint sets of voxels.A is said toN-sepa-
rate BandC if any N-pathΠ between a voxel inB and a voxel inC

meetsA (i.e, ). (See Figure 3).

Let be a C0 continuous surface such that has

exactly two connected components,I andO. Let be a voxeliza-

tion of S. If have exactly twoN-connected components

and , then is said to beN-separating with respect to S, or in

short, N-separating1. This property is topological and does not

reflect the accuracy for the quantization of to the continuous
surfaceS. In practice, to avoid dealing with the special cases for
surface boundaries, we regardN-separability as a local surface

property, for example, in a  neighborhood.

A voxel belonging to anN-separating surface is called anN-simple
voxel if deleting it will not affect the surface separability. An N-
separating surface is calledN-minimalif it does not contain anyN-
simple voxels, as shown in Figure 4.

Denote bySd the set of all voxels that meetS. That is, if we define
the extent of the unit voxels as having closed boundaries, each

voxel that covers a portion ofSis in Sd. Denote byId andOd the set
of voxels that are fully contained inI andO, respectively. One can

show thatSd N-separatesId andOd, for any N. However,Sd is not

always N-minimal, for any N. That is, althoughSd is 'close' to the
continuous surface, it contains too many voxels. By removing all

N-simple voxels fromSd we can generate a surface that is
bothN-separating andN-minimal.
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Figure 2. An 8-connected curve penetrating through
another 8-curve.
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the discretization is enough to have discrete points repre-
senting both sub spaces I and O. A more robust definition
will include treatment of low resolution discretization
where, for example, a circle is discretized into one black
point.

Figure 3. A 4-separating curve (left) and an 8-separat-
ing curve (right).
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Finally, in addition to separability and minimality, is required to
closely approximateS, for example, although the two forms of pix-
elization of the same curve shown in Figure 5 are both 8-separat-
ing, the left one better approximates the curve. The mechanisms

needed to assess the accuracy of  are not discussed in this paper.

4. VOXELIZATION OF LINES AND
PLANES

Given a 3D polygon, an integerN, where , and a uni-
form grid in 3D space, one would like to construct a discrete N-
separating andN-minimal representation of the polygon. Our work
is based on the observation that separability is a topological mani-
festation of thickness, which we use to control separability.

Given a planeS, construct two parallel planes such thatS lies
between these planes and is parallel to both of them, as shown in
Figure 6.

Given the equation of planeS:

(1)

the equations for the planesG andH will have the following form:

(2)

We assume that the normal of the polygon is normalized.

(3)

A voxel centered at grid point will be incorporated into

 if the point  lies between the planesG andH.

(4)

4.1  PIXELIZING A 2D LINE
In the 2D case, we must deal with straight lines instead of planes,
the conditions in the problem will require 4- or 8-separability and
minimality. Furthermore, we will havelines G andH instead of

planesG andH, and for a 2D point  Equation (4) will take
the form:

(5)

Let’s derive the distances between linesG andH corresponding to
8-separating or 4-separating lines. In the equations below,L is the
size of the grid square (pixel), as shown in Figure 7.C is the pixel’s
center andN is the normal to the line through the pointC.

For generating a 4-separating line we use

, denoted byt8. For generating 8-

separating lines we define .

Theorem 1.

The set of pixels is an

8-separating and 8-minimal representation of the lineSdefined by
Ap, Bp andDp.

Proof:

Separability:
We prove by contradiction. For a line to have an 8-hole, there must

be a pixelP that is not included in but is intersected by line.P
must also have two 8-neighbors,Q andR, which are not included

in  and are on opposite sides of lineS, as shown in Figure 11.

We denote the center of P byC. In our case, pointsV andW are on

Figure 5. Two 8-separating curves with different accu-
racies; the pixelization in the left better approximates
the continuous curve than the one on the right (notice
the length of the curve that is ‘covered’ by each pixel-
ization).
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Figure 6.  The plane S (solid line) and the two planes
parallel to S at distance t, G and H (dashed lines). All
voxels between G and H are included in the discrete rep-
resentation of S.
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Figure 7. The 2D case: L is the pixel’s width, C
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opposite sides of lineS andC is on the same side of the line as

point V. The distance betweenC and pointW is . Since
the line only intersectsP, but notQ or R, the distance between the

center of the pixel and the line is , where is
the angle between the normal to the line fromC and the diagonal

VW. If , then this line cannot intersect pixel P.

On the other hand, , so . Therefore,

pixel P should have been included in the representation of the line,

contradicting our assumption. Therefore, we conclude that is 8-
separating.

Minimality:
Suppose there is a pixel in the representation of the line that can be
removed without introducing an 8-hole. For this pixel, the condi-

tion must hold, therefore the distance fromC to the line is

. It follows that there is at least one vertex of
this pixel on each of the two sides of the line. Removing this pixel
from the representation of the line will introduce an 8-hole, and
therefore affects the separability. Thus our representation of the
line is 8-minimal.
Let’s now use the value oft4 in place oft in equation

.

Theorem 2.

The set of pixels is a

4-separating and 4-minimal representation of the lineSdefined by
Ap, Bp andDp.

Proof:

Separability:
We prove by contradiction. For a line to have an 4-hole, there must

be a pixelP that is not included in but is intersected by this line.
P must also have two 4-neighborsQ andR which are not included

in and are on opposite sides of lineS. C is closer to the line than
the centers ofQ andR.

Without loss of generality, let’s consider the case in Figure 9. In
this case, edgesVWandV’W’ are on opposite sides of the line. The
distance betweenC and the edgeV’W’ is (L/2). SinceC is closer to
the line than the center of either Q or R, the distance betweenC

and the line is , where is the angle between

VV’ and the normal to the line. , so . In

this case, pixelP should have been included in the representation
of the line, contradicting our assumption. Therefore, we conclude

that  is 4-separating.

Minimality:
4-minimality is similarly proven as Theorem 1.

4.2  VOXELIZING A 3D PLANE
In 3D, the decision as whether to include a given voxel in the dis-

crete representation of the polygonS is handled in a similar way
as in the 2D case. If the center of a voxel is between planes G and

H, this voxel is included in . In 3D, we are concerned with build-
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Figure 8. Proof of the 2D case for 8-separability and
8-minimality.
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ing either 6- or 26-separating representations of planar objects.

We use the same reasoning as in the 2D case to come up with the

distance between planes G and H that gives the desired separa-
bility. For generating a 26-separating surface we use

, which we denote by . For

generating 6-separating line we define .

Theorem 3.
The set of voxels:

is a 26-sepa-

rating and 26-minimal representation of the planeS defined by

 and .

Proof:

Separability:
We prove by contradiction. For a plane to have a 26-hole, there

must be a voxel that is in but has at least one 26 neighbor on
each of the two opposite sides of the plane, and which are not

included in .

Let P be such a voxel, andQ andR be its neighbors, which are not

included in , as shown in Figure 11. VerticesV andW (of voxel
P) are on different sides of the plane. The distance betweenC and

point V is . Since the plane intersectsP, but notQ or R,

the distance betweenC and the plane is ,

where is the angle betweenVW and the normal to the plane.

, so . In this case, voxel P should

have been included in the representation of the plane. Contradic-
tion. So, our initial assumption that there exists such a voxel, P, and
the plane has a 26-hole is false. Therefore, the plane is 26-separat-
ing.

Minimality:
Suppose there is a voxel in the representation of the plane which
can be removed without introducing a 26-hole. For this voxel, con-

dition must hold, so the distance fromCp to the plane is

. There are at least two vertices of this voxel
lying on the two opposite sides of the plane. In this case, removing
this voxel from the representation of the plane will introduce a 26-
hole. Thus, our representation of the plane is 26-minimal.
Let us now use the value oft6 in place oft in equation (3).

The following theorem is proven in a similar manner:

Theorem 4.
The set of voxels:

 is a 6-sepa-

rating and 6-minimal representation of the planeS defined byAp,

Bp, Cp andDp.

5. VOXELIZING POLYGON MESHES
In Section 4, we dealt with infinite planes only. In practice, how-
ever, what is needed are finite planes, i.e. polygons and polygon
meshes. Thus, we have to further consider border situations, i.e.
edges and vertices.

The voxelization of polygon meshes is a long standing problem.
First, we must choose the same set of voxels for voxelizing the
common edge between two neighboring polygons. In addition, the
final outcome has to maintain the separability and minimality
attributes. Existing voxelization algorithms fail to provide these
features.

We divide the discrete representation of polygonS into three
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Figure 11. Proof of the 3D case for 26-separability and
26-minimality.
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those that lie between the planes that bound the
plane.
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overlapping sets of voxels, , , and . After having gener-

ated these three sets, we combine them into the final representation

of the polygon .

Let t denote the desired connectivity distance, eithert6 or t26, as

specified above. Define Rc to be L/2 for 6-separability, and

 for 26-separability.

Assume the polygonS hasn edges andn vertices. We consider
three sets of voxels:

1. The set of voxels for the representation ofS’s vertices. For

each vertex ofS, we define a boundingsphereof radiusRc as
shown in Figure 12 (top). The center of the bounding sphere
is at the corresponding vertex. All the voxels whose voxel
centers fall inside any one of then bounding spheres belong

to .

2. The set of voxels for the representation ofS’s edges. For

each edge ofS, we define a regular boundingcylinder of
radiusRc and lengthL, whereL is the length of the edge, as
shown in Figure 12 (center). All the voxels whose voxel cen-
ters fall inside any one of then bounding cylinders belong to

.

3. The set of voxels for the representation of the body ofS.

For the body ofS, we define a set of boundingplanes. First,
we define two bounding planes,G andH, as defined in Sec-
tion 4. Second, for each edge of the polygon, we define a
plane, (i=1,...,n). passes through edgei and is perpen-

dicular toS. G, Hand the set of ’s form a closed region in

3D space, as shown in Figure 12 (bottom). All the voxels with

their voxel centers falling inside this closed region form .

The final discrete representation of the polygonS is a union of

,  and .

We claim that combining the representations, for all polygonsS
in a polymesh, forms an N-separating surface. The proof of this
claim is an extension of the proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4,
given in Section 4.

The reason we define botht andRc here is to ensure separability. If

we only definet, and uset instead ofRc for the first two cases in

Figure 12, then we cannot guarantee that the edge is voxelized cor-
rectly. Let us look at an example in 2D, assuming we are voxeliz-
ing 4-separating polyline, as shown in Figure 13:

Assume both lines have a slope of 45 degrees, and the distance of

both lines to the center of the shaded squares is . There-

fore, the intersection point of the two lines must fall in square 1.
The distance from the center of square 1 to the intersection point is

. It is possible that this distance is larger than the value of

t4 for both lines. Then, both square 1 and 2 are not included in the

discrete model, and we have a hole. Using ‘Rc’ instead of ‘t’ shall

solve that problem.

6. RESULTS
We implemented our algorithm and voxelized four polygon mesh
models of mechanical parts:bowl, brevi, connectorandpump. All

four models were voxelized into a resolution
volume. Performance results are quoted for a SGI workstation,
with 195MHz R10000, processor and 640 MB memory. Table 1
describes the experiment setup. Table 2 and Table 2 provide results
of voxelizing the objects using 6-separability and 26-separability,
respectively.
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Figure 13. Voxelized lines which meet in a way that
leaves a hole at the intersection point unless the value
of Rc is used.

Table 1: Experiment Setup

Part Name
# of

Facets
Avg Tri

Size
Avg T_Size

in VS
Physical Size

(x, y, z)

Connector 242 0.4 1371.6 406, 118, 171

Brevi 1812 3.7 102.4 200, 183, 503

Bowl 328 21.0 199.4 512, 250, 490

Pump 3030 7.7 72.9 506, 368, 435

Table 2: Experiment Results for 6-separability

Part
Name

#
Voxels
(1000s)

Total
Time
(sec)

#
Voxel
per ms

 in

(1000s)

 in

(1000s)

Contr 220 4.7 46.4 63 16 204

Brevi 466 12.7 36.7 524 75 391

Bowl 839 33.3 25.1 112 46 794

Pump 1483 67.8 21.8 983 163 1320

Table 3: Experiment Results for 26-separability

Part
Name

#
Voxels
(1000s)

Total
Time
(sec)

#Voxel
per ms

 in

(1000s)

 in

(1000s)

Contr 270 6.5 41.1 309 44 226

Brevi 636 18.2 35.0 2290 187 447

Bowl 1115 44.7 24.9 407 119 995

Pump 2019 95.4 21.2 3729 418 1597

2
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In Table 1, the column ‘Avg T_Size in VS’, stands for the average
triangle size in terms of voxel space unit area, which is computed

as . In Tables 2 and 3, the column ‘Number of

Voxels’ shows the total number of voxels in the discrete representa-
tion of the model. The ‘Total Time’ column shows the time used in
the process of voxelizing the polygon mesh. The column ‘#Voxel
per ms’ shows the average number of voxels produced by the algo-
rithm per millisecond. The last three columns show the number of

voxels in each of the three groups , and described in Sec-

tion 5.

The time consumed by this voxelization algorithm depends on
many factors, including implementation dependencies. We use a
linked list to store the volume model. When voxelizing different
model at a constant resolution, the complexity of the polymesh
plays an important part in determining the execution time. The
more complicated the data set, the more voxels in the final discrete
volume model, thus, the more linked list elements to be initialized.
This linked list data structure also explains why with the increasing
‘Number of Voxels’, we get decreasing ‘#Voxel per ms’(VPM).
The VPM reflects the relative efficiency in the voxelization pro-
cess. It takes on values in a rather small range, as shown in the
tables above. Obviously, an increasing number of voxels requires
longer linked lists and thus a higher maintenance cost on these
lists.

The average size of triangles in the polymesh, in terms of unit area
in voxel space, also plays an important role. In our current imple-
mentation, the procedure to extract necessary triangle information
takes a fixed amount of time, thus, it is more efficient to voxelize
larger polygons in terms of cost per voxel. ‘Connector’ has a sig-
nificantly larger average polygon size in terms of voxel space unit
area, while ‘Pump’ has the smallest such size. This partly explains
the violent contrast between ‘VPM’ values.

We notice that 26-separating voxelization produces many more

Vertex Voxels and Edge Voxels than 6-separating voxeliza-

tion, while the difference in the number of Body Voxels is

smaller. The reason is that in our implementation, we first try to
classify voxels as Vertex Voxels, then as Edge Voxels and finally as
Body Voxels. Another factor that affects the final voxel count in
the discrete models is the alignment of the polygon-based models
to the discrete grid.

Note that our timing results are based on a non optimized scan
conversion implementation. An efficient incremental algorithm
needs to be devised to achieve even faster voxelization.

We used a splatting-based renderer to create our images [12]. Visu-
ally, the images of 6- and 26- separating models are virtually indis-
tinguishable, as shown in Figure 14. Since 6-separating
voxelization takes less time (see Table 2) for display purposes, we
choose 6-separating objects for our algorithm. The images of the
6-separating models ofBowl, Brevi, andConnectorare shown in
Figure 15.

7. EXTENDING THE METHOD TO OTHER
OBJECT TYPES

So far, we have discussed how to voxelize polygon meshes. Tradi-

tionally, objects are first converted to polygon meshes (as done in
surface graphics) and are then voxelized. We observe that our vox-

elization method includes voxels in the discrete representation
of the surfaceS, if the voxel’s distance to the surface is smaller
than some valuet. Obviously, if one can scan a subset of the voxel
space in the vicinity of the surfaceS, efficiently measure the dis-
tance to surfaceS for each voxel, then one could generate a 6- or
26-separating representation ofS. Furthermore, the ability to
directly voxelize geometric objects without having to first convert
them to polygon meshes, is most desired for efficiency and accu-
racy reasons.

We have implemented this approach (in a non optimized manner)
for the cases of cubic objects such as spheres, cylinders and the

function , and show the results in Figure 15. For
spheres and cylinders, which have a regular shape, measuring the
distance from each voxel to the surface is straightforward. How-
ever, a more general way to measure such distances is to use the
Lagrangian Method, as follows.

The problem of finding the distance between a point and a surface
could be more clearly defined as: given a random point in 3D space

, one wants find the point on a surface defined by

 minimizing:

.

This problem can be readily solved by the Lagrangian Method. We
note that solutions for this problem by the Lagrangian Method may
require solving high order polynomial equations which don’t have

analytical solutions. For surfaces in the form
there are analytical solutions. We claim that our method works
even when there is no analytical solution, because there are many
existing numerical methods to solve high order polynomial equa-
tions with a high enough accuracy.

The scene shown as Figure 15 (left) is composed of a sphere with
radius 61.4, a cylinder with radius 49.7 and height 158.2, voxel-

ized at for 6-separability. The scene shown as

Figure 15 (right) is the function , with

, voxelized at for 6-separability. We
chose these parameter values arbitrarily.

8. CONCLUSION
We presented an accurate algorithm for the voxelization of poly-
gon meshes which, for the first time, provides a comprehensive
treatment of separability and guarantees minimality and accuracy.
This method eliminates common voxelization artifacts at edges
and vertices. We proved the topological attributes of our method
and reported on the performance of our implementation. The algo-
rithms we have presented need to be further optimized and acceler-
ated. In addition, the topological correctness needs to be proven in
the case of non-planar objects.

We demonstrated that this approach can be further extended to
voxelize certain cubic objects. The approach could also be
extended to support non-binary (i.e., antialiased) objects where the
separability requirement is replaced by a ‘uniform thickness’ and
the voxel value is a function of its distance to the surface. There-
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fore, we believe that our approach will form the basis for a new
breed of voxelization algorithms that rely on geometric distance to
provide desirable topological and geometrical characteristics.
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Figure 14. The ‘Pump’ data set voxelized in 26-separability (left) and 6-separability. They are almost identical visually, but are different
topologically.

Figure 15. 6-separating voxelization of Bowl (left), Brevi (right), and Connector (middle).

Figure 16. 6-separating voxelization of some cubic surfaces.


